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Abstract
In this paper we describe an implementation of a software
transactional memory system that is capable of exploiting an
increase in parallelism to improve performance. We demon-
strate the improvements in performance via benchmarking
our system against a standard STM. For the first time we
show that parallelism can be exploited to offset an increase
in contention. This provides a system where the concur-
rency control bottleneck is effectively removed given suf-
ficient parallel resources.
Categories and Subject Descriptors C.1.4 [Processor Ar-
chitectures]: Parallel Architectures; D.1.3 [Programming
Techniques]: Concurrent Programming
General Terms Algorithms, Languages, Performance
Keywords Transactional Memory, Concurrent Program-
ming, Contention Management
1. Introduction
Some problems may be reflected in parallel solutions with
little or no concurrency control requirements, yet many
problems are not so easily solved in a parallel manner. For
this reason, concurrency control is a fundamental building
block in general-purpose multi-threaded/multi-process com-
puting. With multi-core architectures replacing frequency
scaling as the preferred choice of performance gains in hard-
ware, a programmer will rely more and more on concurrency
control techniques in the future for easing the development
of multi-threaded code.
The act of concurrency control is to correctly determine
what values state should attain during shared access. There-
fore, the intuitive assumption is to order accesses to shared
state so they are equivalent to a sequential execution and en-
sure the arising sequential history is correct in the context of
states achieved. As a data structure may itself be constructed
from multiple data items it may be possible to allow truly
simultaneous accesses to such a structure under the same as-
sumptions. This active area of research has led to a flour-
ishing of concurrency control techniques in the literature for
shared data access in multi-threaded architectures.
We believe the current avenues of concurrency control re-
search are fundamentally flawed when considering modern
parallel architectures. This is because when contention rises
data access times will, on average, be longer. This is pri-
marily due to the concurrency control mechanism striving to
resolve a single correct sequential history of accesses. This
is the concurrency control bottleneck. This is a fundamental
weakness as not only is it non-scalable, there is no way of
knowing if the sequential history is the optimum one as it is
created. Therefore, it should make sense to employ threads
(possibly those waiting for concurrency control to resolve
shared state accesses) to explore possible future states. Then
it is a matter of choosing the optimum state together with the
associated execution from a number of candidates. This, in
essence, is our approach to tackling an old problem in a new
way.
We describe a theoretical underpinning to our work that
may scale to infinite numbers of threads and associated rises
in shared state contention. We call the algorithmic nature of
our solution No-Wait synchronisation and the system itself
Many Systems. We then provide an implementation of this
theory bounded within the easily understood programming
style of transactions. We demonstrate that we achieve our
goals by measuring the performance of our solution against
a standard software transactional memory technique. We
provide the first general purpose solution to concurrency
control that can exploit more parallel resources as contention
rises to offset significant falls in overall performance.
2. Related Work
To place our work in the context of general concurrency
control we provide an overview of the evolution of con-
currency control techniques. By doing this we afford the
reader an ability to recognise how our approach, although
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non-intuitive and quite different, advances earlier work. As
such, our approach does provide the next step of evolution
beyond existing state-of-the-art techniques; execution dupli-
cation is considered alongside state duplication as a useful
tool to improve overall performance.
We describe, briefly, a theoretical model of our work and
how such a model provides certain guarantees. We then de-
scribe how our model may transfer to a practical implemen-
tation bounded by finite computational resources. We sum-
marise this section with an assumption that embodies the
reason for embarking on this avenue of research.
2.1 Evolution
Operational primitives in hardware such as compare-and-
swap (CAS) and load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC) pro-
vide con-trolled access to concurrent objects. Concurrent ob-
jects represent stateful programming constructs that multiple
threads may attempt to access simultaneously. The correct-
ness criteria associated to the concurrent history of an ob-
ject may be reasoned about. Linearizability is a correctness
criterion that states, ‘if one method call precedes another,
then the earlier call must have taken effect before the later
call’ [10]. This property provides the determinism needed
to afford reasonable judgment of a program’s correctness.
Hence, employing operational primitives to maintain con-
current objects that exhibit linearizable histories is the basic
requirement of multi-threaded concurrency control.
Using operational primitives the creation of concurrent
objects regulating access via critical sections is possible.
This can provide a lock-based approach to the creation of
a concurrent object’s linearizable schedule. In essence, pro-
grammers direct threads to a blocked state using mutual ex-
clusion primitives if a concurrent object is currently in use.
Unfortunately, with general purpose locking alone it is not
possible to determine the number of blocked threads, nor
which thread would be afforded access to the concurrent ob-
ject next in pre-emptive operating systems. This leads to the
difficult problems of deadlock and starvation.
To circumvent deadlock and starvation a solution may be
derived that is wait-free. A concurrent object is considered
wait-free if all its calling methods finish in a finite number of
steps [7]. Wait-free solutions have the benefit of being free
from deadlock but to implement a wait-free concurrent ob-
ject the problem of consensus must first be solved. Consen-
sus, generally speaking, is agreement amongst participants
on an item suggested by one or more of the participants. If
consensus can be implemented in a wait-free manner for n
participants (n is the consensus number) then it follows that
wait-free concurrent objects may be constructed for n par-
ticipants [6]. This is an intuitive statement: if an algorithm
can advance its state based on periodic consensus of deter-
ministic threads in a determined number of steps then the
overall algorithm exhibits determinism. Herlihy’s ‘wait-free
hierarchy’ indicates that operational primitives (CAS being
one of them) may solve consensus for an infinite number of
threads. A programmer can construct wait-free solutions for
any concurrent object on most modern hardware infrastruc-
tures.
Wait-free solutions are not the standard approach be-
cause their lock-based counterparts usually exhibit greater
efficiency in terms of execution steps and memory usage
(which rise as thread numbers rise). The conclusions of [8]
succinctly put this argument across: even though CAS and
LL/SC may be appropriate for solving wait-free consensus,
they are weak in terms of efficiency for most multi-valued
objects. As such, wait-free solutions are rarely attempted in
practice.
Synchronization allows programmers to create bespoke
algorithms that create a linearizable schedule across concur-
rent objects via a blocking or a wait-free approach. More re-
cently, transactional memory [8] has significantly advanced
this area of research. In transactional memory threads pro-
ceed in the hope of creating a correct schedule. If the pro-
posed schedule is not correct then one or more executions
would have to be undone, returning one or more threads
to a checkpoint of earlier state (preventing cascading roll-
back [14]).
The optimistic approach is popular in transactional mem-
ory as it allows shared state to be enacted upon simultane-
ously [12]. The optimistic approach advocates that threads
may proceed with local copies of shared state. However,
they may not be capable of committing changes to the actual
shared state due to the actions of other transactions. Transac-
tions unable to commit will be aborted. Those transactions
that are committed maintain a concurrent object’s lineariz-
able schedule. Aborted transactions may retry at a later date
(but may be aborted again).
Unlike wait-free approaches, transactions may not pre-
vent starvation because there is no guarantee that transac-
tions would be able to proceed. Therefore, many solutions
that utilize transactional memory do propose a number of
techniques to alleviate this issue of contention management
(e.g., passive [2], polite [11], karma [15], greedy [4]). How-
ever, this is a minor drawback given that they are com-
posable [5] in that the correctness criteria together with
an appropriate contention management scheme are suffi-
ciently general to be universally applicable. This allows the
programmer to construct complex parallel implementations
without programming problem-centric solutions based on
mutual exclusion or wait-free solutions.
2.2 Many Systems No-Wait
Transactional memory has received a substantial amount
of attention, both in terms of software engineering (e.g.,
[8, 11]), and together with consideration of hardware is-
sues (e.g., [1, 3, 13]). As one of the most active areas in
systems research there are too many individual flavours to
cite here (e.g., accommodating cache coherency, using dy-
namic data structures, long-lived transactions). However, for
the purposes of this paper we are primarily concerned with
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the underlying assumption governing transactional memory
design, and concurrency control in general.
There is little scope for parallelism in current concurrency
control techniques when determining a linearizable sched-
ule. Limited parallelism may be achieved from the ordering
of reads with respect to writes enacted on a concurrent ob-
ject. This is often seen when a shared data structure of mul-
tiple, individually addressable, data items may be accessed
simultaneously in a specific manner. An example would be
removing the head and tail of a list at the same time. Trans-
actions are well suited to exploiting this small degree of
parallelism as they may execute, optimistically, on a private
representation of a concurrent object before conflicts are re-
solved. In such systems, when concurrent objects exhibit low
levels of contention and when reads are significantly higher
than writes conflicts will be low and aborts less common
than commits. Unfortunately, when contention and writes in-
crease the abort rate increases and commit rates decrease.
If this rise remains unchecked transactional accesses to a
concurrent object will eventually exhibit worse performance
than a sequential counterpart. This is the concurrency con-
trol bottleneck that is assumed unavoidable. However, we
can overcome this problem.
To overcome the concurrency control bottleneck our ap-
proach to a solution is quite fundamentally different. We
suggest the exploration of various possible executions in par-
allel and choosing the ‘best’ one. We introduce the notion of
Many Systems comprising threads implementing No-Wait
synchronization:
Before we present the theory, the system is best summed
up by the following example using transactions. Assume a
system exists with three transactions ready to execute, say
T1, T2, and T3. Assume T1 executes first and completes fol-
lowed by T2, (giving a schedule of T1; T2). Instead of sim-
ply allowing T2 to execute after T1 we assume the arrival
of T2 also generates a new parallel system, one in which T2
arrived first (giving the schedule of T2; T1). We now have
four parallel systems: (T1), (T2), (T1, T2), (T2, T1). T3 may
proceed from any one of these four systems including its
own parallel system (where it arrived first). This essentially
is our Many Systems model; instead of simply copying state,
we also copy execution threads, allowing parallel computa-
tion. The model is No-Wait because at any point of execution
there must be a version of a transaction that may proceed in
one of the systems.
This computational model has a number of interesting
qualities that lend itself to a highly parallel execution en-
vironment which we now describe.
Definition 1. A system, say SY STEMb, represents an
initial state of a concurrently executing multi-threaded sys-
tem. SY STEMb may expand by giving rise to n child sys-
tems, representing n possible future states of SY STEMb
arising from the occurrence of ‘observable events’ (e.g.
when a thread commits an atomic action). The model is
Figure 1. A Supersystem
recursive as each child system may assume the role of a base
system.
Definition 2. We call the collection of systems and their fu-
ture states the Supersystem which we denote with the sym-
bol Θ. Θ is in the form of an n-ary directed tree structure
with each node representing a system and each arc repre-
senting the transition of an observable event (see Figure 1);
multiple future systems may arise from a single system in Θ
where the number of future systems is at most equal to the
number of threads in SY STEMb. Activity within Θ grants
two properties:
Causality As Θ is an n-ary directed tree (Definition 2) and
it may only contain future states created from past states
(Definition 1) we can say that a child system is caused by
a parent system and as such causality along each path in Θ
is maintained.
No Wait Synchronization Consider a system, labeled
SY STEMcur, containing a thread Tw . Suppose Tw pe-
riodically queries SY STEMcur for the occurrence of an
observable event e and let us label those queries q{1, 2...n}
(denoting n queries). If q1 does not detect e in SY STEMcur
then it follows that all qi in q{2...n} will not detect e in
SY STEMcur. The occurrence of e would create a future
system, say SY STEMe wherein e would be observed. We
rule out queries q{1, 2...n} causing e, given that querying
(reading), is not an observable event. SY STEMe now must
contain Tw at a state before q1 was executed given that only
observable events are carried forward into future systems
and when Tw executes q1 in SY STEMe, it will detect e
rendering q{2...n} superfluous. No thread therefore need
query more than once the occurrence of an observable event.
Essentially No Wait Synchronization means threads can co-
ordinate activity in a wait-free manner (thus compelling us to
favor wait-free algorithms in our solution, to further support
this property).
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2.3 An Engineered Solution
Engineering the Many Systems approach requires a thread
scheduler to generate the Supersystem. The Many Systems
model as described however, would result in the exploration
of all possible execution paths. This would not be possible
physically or practically on finite computational resources.
In reality, the model suggests a purposeful execution of state
explosion. Intuitively, one may consider such a suggestion to
be pointless as it is impractical to explore, never mind exe-
cute, such a model for anything but programs with relatively
restricted, small, code bases. In addition, at which point do
we consider one of the execution paths as valid (when do
we choose)? Furthermore, although the overall execution is
highly parallel, the deriving of a specific solution is actually
sequential in nature.
Given the difficulties associated to our Many Systems
model it is not difficult to see why such an approach has
never been advocated before. However, the model does
present a mechanism for determining, in parallel, the lin-
earizable histories possible from an initial state of multi-
threaded execution. Therefore, for a practical engineered
solution there must exist bounded checkpoints within which
the creation of Many Systems can be executed and evalu-
ated. Transactions do provide this abstraction. Therefore, we
can develop a limited Many Systems solution by extending
the transactional model to allow not only state duplication,
but execution duplication also. This brings us to the main
assumption that drives our research:
the consideration of multiple transaction orderings in a
parallel way will provide improved throughput and commit
rates. Furthermore, as there are numerous permutations
of such orderings an increase in parallelism can only im-
prove performance as more orderings may be considered
simultaneously.
3. Implementation
From the perspective of someone already acquainted with
transactional memory programming, the user-interface re-
mains unchanged. Transactional code is executed specula-
tively and atomically. Ultimately, every executed transaction
is either committed or aborted.
The implementation of our Transaction Manager is com-
prised of three interacting components: the Atomic Objects;
Thread-local caches and the Session Phase. Both the Atomic
Objects and the Thread-local cache are extensions from an
existing implementation of Transactional Memory whereas
the Session Phase is unique to our approach. Within the Ses-
sion Phase contention management, transaction execution
and commitment are carried out, in addition to our novel Ex-
pansion technique.
3.1 Overview
The principle contribution of our approach is to manage the
execution of multiple transactions by a single thread, in an
Figure 2. Framework
isolated sequence. As thread numbers increase, each thread
executes sequences of transactions in parallel with other
threads, thus producing ‘an expansion’ of transaction exe-
cution. We manage this process within a Transaction Man-
ager (hereafter referred to as TM) that is comprised of three
phases: Registration, Expansion and Synchronization (see
Figure 2). We also describe how a thread must validate trans-
action execution with our TM. In order to understand our ap-
proach, we shall first briefly run through the execution of a
thread when a transaction is called. We shall then describe
each component of our TM in detail in the remainder of this
section.
We begin with a thread about to start its transaction. Be-
fore executing the transaction, the thread first attempts to
register with our TM; this activity we call the Registration
phase. If registration is successful the thread begins its Ex-
pansion phase, otherwise the thread cannot register and this
is interpreted as an abort of its transaction; the thread must
now retry until registration is successful.
During the Expansion phase a thread executes its trans-
action. Unlike conventional transactional memory however,
the thread does not attempt to validate or commit the trans-
action once it has executed, but instead executes the transac-
tions of other threads, creating a ‘batch’ of transaction exe-
cution. Each thread explores a unique sequence of transac-
tion executions, hence they cannot abort due to concurrent
interference (although conditional abort is possible).
After the Expansion phase comes the Synchronization
phase, where threads must decide which single thread’s
batch of transaction execution contains the highest number
of successful transactions and those successful transactions
are committed. Those threads whose transactions were not
successful return to the Registration phase.
Registration, Expansion and Synchronization are all im-
plemented using algorithms that are wait-free to avoid the
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Algorithm 1 Atomic Objects
1: function OPEN(AtomicObject)
2: scratch← GET(cache,AtomicObject)
3: if scratch = null then
4: scratch← COPY(AtomicObjectV ERSION )
5: PUT(cache,AtomicObject, scratch)
6: end if
7: return scratch
8: end function
9: function COMMIT(AtomicObject)
10: scratch← GET(cache,AtomicObject)
11: if scratch 6= null then
12: AtomicObjectV ERSION ← COPY(scatch)
13: end if
14: end function
15: function ADD(T newItem)
16: AtomicObjectT node← MAKE(newItem)
17: AtomicObjectT end← head
18: while OPEN(endNEXT ) 6= null do
19: end← OPEN(endNEXT )
20: end while
21: OPEN(endNEXT )← node
22: end function
possibility of deadlock or live-lock. Our TM also has the
property that as transaction activity increases, and more
threads use our TM, a higher throughput of successful trans-
action execution is observed while offsetting a decline in
commits. Let us now describe our approach in detail.
3.2 Shared Data Access
How shared data access is managed is central to any trans-
actional memory system and requires some discussion. One
established method of achieving this in an ‘object-orientated
perspective’ is to only permit transactions to modify shared
data-structures composed of Atomic Objects [9]. We also
adopt this method in our approach but with some minor
changes.
Atomic Objects an Atomic Object provides an interface to
a Sequential Object. A Sequential Object may be a conven-
tional node object in a Linked-List, for example. The only
difference between a Sequential Object and a conventional
object is that a Sequential Object must provide an opera-
tion which allows it to be copied. Each Atomic Object pro-
vides operations for reading and writing of its Sequential
Object indirectly, thus prohibiting direct modification of the
Sequential Object’s data. The Atomic Object also provides
an operation for committing its Sequential Object. Commit-
ting is achieved by overwriting the Sequential Object with
a new version. Once committed, every thread that accesses
the Atomic Object will see the new version of the Sequential
Object.
The Atomic Object class described by Herlihy provides
the methods openRead and openWrite so that reads and
writes could be validated separately and cached in separate
read and write caches. Conversely, our approach performs no
validation within the Atomic Object and gains nothing from
separating reads and writes, hence we direct reads and writes
to a common OPEN function. Algorithm 1 shows the psue-
docode for the OPEN function (lines 1-8) in addition to the
COMMIT function (lines 9-14). We also show how an add
function may be implemented for a Linked-List comprised
of Atomic Objects (lines 15-22).
Thread-Local Cache Each thread is provided access to a
local cache which is simply a Map data-structure. The cache
maps Atomic Object references to a copy of its Sequential
Object. As a thread performs reads and writes of Atomic
Objects during transaction execution, the contents of the
cache are updated to reflect that thread’s modifications to the
Sequential Object. Note how updates are made to the cache
in Algorithm 1 via the GET and PUT functions used by the
Atomic Object.
Checkpoints In addition to reading and writing from the
cache, we also provide operations to create a checkpoint of
the cache, and to roll-back the cache contents to a previous
checkpoint. A simple, (albeit inefficient) way we achieve this
functionality is to use a stack. Each checkpoint operation
pushes a copy of the current cache on the stack, while each
rollback operation pops the head of the stack; thus, a thread
can always access the current cache by accessing the head
of the stack. With respect to Definition 1, each SYSTEM is a
cache in the stack reflecting the owning thread’s view of the
current state of shared data; creating a checkpoint therefore
represents an observable event.
3.3 Preliminaries
Whenever a thread wishes to execute a transaction, it calls
the EXECUTE function (see Algorithm 2) with the transac-
tion as its argument. The thread then enters a while loop un-
til its transaction has been committed and validated. Within
the while loop all the activity of our TM takes place, com-
prising: Registration, Expansion and Synchronization. Be-
fore describing each of these activities, we must first define
the components of our TM:
• A session represents a period of execution within our
TM and the end of sessionn marks the beginning of
sessionn+1, therefore no two sessions take place concur-
rently. With respect to the model, a session essentially
represents an instance of a Supersystem (see Definition
2). We refer to the session in which threads are currently
executing as the active session;
• A permutation is a structure that contains an array of in-
tegers and some book-keeping information comprised of
integer variables: commits, depth, state and offset. Each
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Algorithm 2 The Execute Function
1: function EXECUTE(txaction)
2: while true do
3: if REGISTER(txaction) then
4: initialise timer
5: while time remaining do
6: call expansion function
7: decrement time remaining
8: end while
9: SYNCHRONIZE
10: while ¬(session expired) do
11: await session results
12: end while
13: if transaction validated then
14: reset cache and return
15: end if
16: end if
17: reset cache and handle abort
18: end while
19: end function
thread has its own permutation to guide it through its Ex-
pansion phase;
• A new ticket is granted to each thread that successfully
registers with our TM and is valid for the duration of
a single session. Each ticket contains a permutation in
addition to an integer slot and an integer session;
• The session table stores a log of past activity in an array
of permutation structures. The session table has an inte-
ger variable current, initially zero and incremented after
each session expires (hence current is equal to the ordinal
value of the active session);
• The transaction table holds an array of tuples where
a tuple contains a thread’s transaction and a Boolean
labeled occupied. We refer to each index of the array as a
slot. The transaction table has a fixed number of slots and
a transaction table with n slots means that a maximum of
n threads can join the active session.
While a session is an abstract representation of a time-
frame, the permutation, ticket, session table and the trans-
action table are real data-structures that support the opera-
tion of the TM. A ticket is local to a particular thread; hence
we show this in pseudo-code as LocalTICKET . A permu-
tation, being a member of the ticket structure, is denoted
ticketPERM . Both the session table and the transaction ta-
ble, as members of the TM, are denoted: TMSNTABLE and
TMTXTABLE respectively.
In the psuedocode we make use of certain auxiliary func-
tions, namely CAS, GET, SET and SWAP. The CAS func-
tion represents an atomic compare-and-set which accepts a
destination value, an expected value, and a new value re-
spectively; if the destination is equal to the expected value,
then the destination is overwritten with the new value and
the CAS function returns true.
Algorithm 3 Session Registration
1: function REGISTER(txaction):
2: txtable← TMTXTABLE ; slot← 0
3: repeat
4: slot← txtableNEXT
5: if slot = txtableMAX then
6: ABORT
7: end if
8: until CAS(txtableNEXT , slot, slot+ 1)
9: SET(txtable, slot)TXACTION ← txaction
10: SET(txtable, slot)OCCUPIED ← true
11: ticket← LocalTICKET
12: ticketSLOT ← slot
13: ticketSESSION ← (TMSNTABLE)CURRENT
14: ticketPERM ← create permutation
15: end function
Both the GET and SET functions accept a data-structure
containing an array (e.g. the transaction table, session table
etc) and an integer specifying an index into the array; GET
simply retrieves the value at the specified index and SET ac-
cepts a new value which is used to overwrite the value at the
specified index. Finally the SWAP function accepts a data-
structure containing an array and two arguments specifying
which two members of the array to swap.
3.4 Registration
The thread attempts to join the active session by calling
the REGISTER function (Algorithm 3) and supplying its
transaction call. The registration algorithm attempts to locate
a vacant slot in the transaction table using compare-and-
set because multiple threads may be attempting to register
concurrently (line 10). If the transaction table has reached
maximum capacity, then the function returns false and the
thread aborts its transaction (lines 7-8). Otherwise the thread
places its transaction into the transaction table and sets the
occupied flag to true.
The thread’s local ticket is now updated to contain the
acquired slot number into the transaction table (line 14),
and the value of the active session (line 15). In addition,
the thread gains a permutation which it will use during
its Expansion phase (line 16). The permutation’s integer
sequence corresponds to slots in the transaction table and
the length of the permutation is equal to the length of the
transaction table. The thread is now registered as part of the
active session and may proceed to the Expansion phase.
3.5 Expansion
In the thread’s Expansion phase it executes one or more
transactions from the transaction table. The thread’s goal is
to execute as many transactions successfully as possible, up
to the capacity of the transaction table. While the thread is
in its Expansion phase, other threads may register and begin
their own Expansion phase, in which case new transactions
will appear in the transaction table. To prevent live-lock,
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Algorithm 4 Permutation Functions
1: function TXREADY(perm)
2: slot← GET(perm, permDEPTH)
3: if slot ≥ (TMTXTABLE)MAX then
4: return false
5: end if
6: if (GET(TMTXTABLE , slot))OCCUPIED then
7: return true
8: end if
9: return false
10: end function
11: function NEXTTX(perm)
12: slot← GET(perm, permDEPTH)
13: return (GET(TMTXTABLE , slot))TXACTION
14: end function
15: function PERMCOMMIT(perm)
16: permCOMMITS ← permCOMMITS + 1
17: end function
18: function PERMABORT(perm)
19: slot← permDEPTH + permOFFSET
20: if slot ≥ permMAX then
21: permSTATE ← expended
22: return
23: end if
24: SWAP(perm, permDEPTH , slot)
25: permOFFSET ← permOFFSET + 1
26: end function
27: function PERMPUSHED(perm)
28: permDEPTH ← permDEPTH + 1
29: permOFFSET ← 1
30: end function
the thread ceases its Expansion phase after a predetermined
time-limit regardless of how many transactions have been
added to the transaction table.
As each consecutive transaction is executed, the thread is
up-dating its local cache, via the Atomic Object functions, to
represent the current state of shared data from the thread’s
own perspective. As transactions are executed in isolation
and in sequence, the state of shared data in the cache al-
ways represents a valid sequential execution. The Expansion
phase uses two features: the permutation to guide the thread
through multiple transaction execution, and the Expansion
Algorithms which implement execution strategies.
Permutations Rather than accessing the transaction table
directly, each thread uses the Permutation Functions (shown
in Algorithm 4). The thread also delegates modification of its
permutation to the Permutation Functions. The TXREADY
function (lines 1-10) tells the thread if the next transac-
tion to execute is ready and the NEXTTX function (line
11-14) retrieves it from the transaction table. The PERM-
COMMIT (lines 15-17) and PERMABORT (lines 18-26)
Algorithm 5 The Greedy Algorithm
1: function GREEDYEXPAND
2: perm← LocalPERM
3: if ¬TXREADY(perm) then
4: return
5: end if
6: txaction← NEXTTX(perm)
7: create a local cache checkpoint
8: if CALL(txaction) = abort then
9: roll back local cache
10: PERMABORT(perm)
11: set time remaining to 0 and return
12: end if
13: PERMCOMMIT(perm)
14: save the current best permutation
15: PERMPUSHED(perm)
16: end function
functions modify the thread’s permutation on event of the
transaction committing and aborting respectively. Finally,
the PERMPUSHED (lines 27-30) function modifies the per-
mutation so the thread is ready to retrieve and execute a new
transaction.
By providing each thread with permutations, each pos-
sessing an array containing a unique sequence of integers,
we can increase the efficiency of our TM by ensuring each
thread explores a unique permutation of transaction execu-
tion corresponding to slots in the transaction table. Each
permutation uses its depth variable to locate the next slot
into the transaction table (see lines 2 and 12) and depth is
increased whenever PERMPUSHED is called (line 28). The
permutation’s commits variable keeps track of how many
transactions the thread has committed, increasing on every
call of PERMCOMMIT (line 16).
When a transaction is aborted and the PERMABORT
function is called, the permutation’s integer array is modi-
fied by a SWAP operation (line 24) to ensure that the next
time TXREADY and NEXTTX are called, a new slot is ac-
cessed and a new transaction is attempted. Each call of PER-
MABORT uses the depth variable plus the offset to find the
next value to swap (line 19), and increases the offset by one
(line 25). When there are no more transactions left to access,
the value of depth plus offset exceeds the length of the per-
mutation array, and so the permutation’s state is changed to
expended (lines 20-22).
Algorithms We provide two Expansion algorithms which a
thread calls repeatedly during its Expansion Phase: Greedy
and Back-Tracking. These both use the Permutation Func-
tions and are designed to perform better in different scenar-
ios:
Greedy Expansion We designed the Greedy Algorithm
(Algorithm 5) to provide an approach where coordinating
transaction execution is not generally necessary to ensure
those transactions can commit; i.e. they do not frequently
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abort for any other reason than concurrent interference.
Notice that as soon as the thread encounters a transac-
tion which aborts, it forces a timeout thus terminating the
Expansion phase for that thread (line 11).
Back-Tracking Expansion The Back-Tracking Algorithm
(Algorithm 6) can rollback an aborted transaction and
explore another permutation of transaction execution in
situations where transactions may frequently condition-
ally abort; hence the Back-Tracking Algorithm can re-
cover and potentially execute and commit more transac-
tions. The Back-Tracking Algorithm requires the use of a
stack containing past permutations so that rolling back to
previous states is possible (and hence extra memory is re-
quired for the stack). When the Back-Tracking Algorithm
commits a transaction, it saves the thread’s permutation
on the stack before calling PERMPUSHED (lines 22-23).
When a transaction aborts and the thread’s permutation is
expended, the Back-Tracking Algorithm pops the head of
the stack and sets this to the thread’s permutation (lines
12-17); the thread can then explore a new path of execu-
tion.
To ensure the Expansion phase is bounded, with respect
to execution time, each thread initializes an integer at the
beginning of its Expansion phase to hold the maximum
number of times expansion algorithm will be attempted (see
Algorithm 2, lines 4-8). The thread decrements the variable
on iteration of expansion and when the integer reaches zero,
the thread moves to its Synchronization phase. The precise
initial value is a matter for experimentation but too small a
value will terminate Expansion prematurely while too large
will cause threads to wait longer than necessary.
3.6 Synchronization
Once a thread has entered its Synchronization phase, its
cache holds a set of Atomic Objects if the thread successfully
executed one or more transactions. The thread must now
determine whether it can commit those changes or discard
them. By reaching consensus with the other threads of the
active session, the thread can determine whose cache will
commit. As each thread’s cache contains a potential future
state of shared data, if more than one cache is committed,
then consistency of shared data will be infringed.
To achieve synchronization we use an approach based
upon a Combining-Tree method described in Herlihy [9]
which provides higher throughput where there are multiple
threads. The idea behind the Combining-Tree approach is to
coordinate thread communication using a Binary-Tree. Be-
ginning at the leaf-nodes, threads interact in pairs at each
node of the Binary-Tree performing some combining oper-
ation. One thread then continues to the parent node while
the second waits for the remaining threads to complete the
algorithm. Once the root node has been evaluated, a single
thread remains in a non-waiting state and the waiting threads
discover the result of the combining operation.
Algorithm 6 The Back-Tracking Algorithm
1: function BTEXPAND(stack)
2: perm← LocalPERM
3: if ¬TXREADY(perm) then
4: return
5: end if
6: txaction← NEXTTX(perm)
7: create a local cache checkpoint
8: if CALL(txaction) = abort then
9: roll back local cache
10: PERMABORT(perm)
11: while permSTATE = expended do
12: if stack empty then
13: set time remaining to 0 and return
14: end if
15: roll back local cache
16: pop stack; perm← stackhead
17: PERMABORT(perm)
18: end while
19: else
20: PERMCOMMIT(perm)
21: save the current best permutation
22: push perm on stack; perm← stackhead
23: PERMPUSHED(perm)
24: end if
25: end function
Herlihy’s Combining-Tree works with a fixed number
of threads. For our purposes we require an algorithm that
can accommodate a varying number of threads, given that
we do not know how many threads have registered and
will need to synchronize. To provide this flexibility, our
SYNCHRONIZE function (see Algorithm 7) comprises of
three steps:
1. An initial step ‘closes’ the active session, to limit the
number of threads that can take part in the synchroniza-
tion algorithm;
2. An iterative evaluation is then performed at each node
of the Binary Tree where on each iteration, a thread
determines if it must wait or proceed towards the root
node;
3. A final step (executed by a single thread) terminates the
active session and notifies all waiting threads that they
may commence their validation.
To support our synchronization algorithm, we require a
Binary Tree with the following properties:
• The Binary Tree contains n − 1 nodes where n is equal
to the number of slots within the transaction table rather
than the number of threads wishing to synchronize;
• Each node of the tree is a commit challenge node con-
taining: a reference to a thread’s ticket, a reference to
a thread’s cache, a Boolean called last, a integer called
state (either reset; writing or done) and an enumerated
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Algorithm 7 Session Synchronization
1: function SYNCHRONIZE
2: ticket← LocalPERM
3: last← CLOSE(ticketSLOT , TMTXTABLE)
4: challenge← make a commit challenge node
5: challengeLAST ← last
6: repeat
7: other ← get next parent node
8: if ¬CONTEST(challenge, other) then
9: return
10: end if
11: reset the other commit challenge node
12: until other is the root node
13: POSTSESSION(TMSNTABLE , challenge)
14: OPEN(TMTXTABLE)
15: end function
16: function CLOSE(slot, table)
17: if CAS(tableCURRENT , slot+ 1, tableMAX) then
18: return true
19: end if
20: return false
21: end function
22: function OPEN(table)
23: for i← 0, tableMAX do
24: (GET(table, i))OCCUPIED ← false
25: end for
26: CAS(tableCURRENT , tableMAX , 0)
27: end function
position (either left, right or root). The Boolean last and
the position enumeration are used by the algorithm to
handle an unknown number of threads.
Once the winning cache is found, whichever thread com-
mits the cache is immaterial (for instance, threadA commit-
ting the cache of threadB still means threadB has effec-
tively committed) hence commit challenge nodes contain a
reference to a thread’s private cache. We now describe the
three steps of synchronization in detail.
Step One Each synchronizing thread begins by attempting
to prevent any new threads from registering with the TM.
Each thread calls the CLOSE function (Algorithm 7, line 3)
which attempts to set the current variable of the transaction
table to the maximum capacity of the transaction table (line
17). By using compare-and-swap, note that only one thread
will successfully close the table and this shall be the thread
whose slot number is equal to the current variable minus one
(i.e. the last thread to have registered). The return value of
the CLOSE function is used by each synchronizing thread
when they each construct a commit challenge (recall that
each commit challenge node contains a flag called last).
Step Two Each synchronizing thread begins at a leaf node
of the binary-tree and ascends until either the thread deter-
mines it must wait or the root is reached. At each node,
Algorithm 8 The Contest Algorithm
1: function CONTEST(mine, other)
2: ifmineLAST ∧ (minePOS = left) then
3: minePOS ← otherPOS
4: return true
5: end if
6: if CAS(otherFLAG, reset, writing) then
7: otherCACHE ← mineCACHE
8: otherTICKET ← mineTICKET
9: otherLAST ← (otherLAST ∨mineLAST )
10: CAS(otherFLAG, writing, done)
11: return false
12: else
13: while ¬CAS(otherFLAG, done, reset) do
14: end while
15: end if
16: mPerm← (mineTICKET )PERM
17: oPerm← (otherTICKET )PERM
18: if oPermCOMMITS > mPermCOMMITS then
19: mineCACHE ← otherCACHE
20: mineTICKET ← otherTICKET
21: end if
22: mineLAST ← (otherLAST ∨mineLAST )
23: minePOS ← otherPOS
24: return true
25: end function
threads call the CONTEST function (see Algorithm 8),
which compares a thread’s current commit challenge node
with its parent node and returns false if the thread must wait.
At most one other thread will also contest the parent node,
and so the CONTEST function must resolve which thread is
first to access the parent node.
As we noted, it is possible that in the case of the last
thread to register, only a single thread will visit certain nodes
of the tree and so each thread begins the CONTEST function
by determining if an additional thread will visit the parent
node (lines 2-5). If the contesting thread was the last to reg-
ister and its current node’s position relative to the parent is to
the left, then the contesting thread knows that no additional
thread will visit the parent node and so it continues immedi-
ately to the next parent node.
We now turn to the case where a node is visited by two
threads; let us call them threadA and threadB . Each thread
begins by attempting to lock the node using the state flag
contained in each node (line 6). If threadA successfully
locks a node for writing that means it must be the first thread
to visit this node so threadA posts its challenge data into the
node, unlocks the node and the CONTEST function returns
false (lines 7-11); threadA now waits for the synchroniza-
tion algorithm to complete. If threadA cannot successfully
lock the node, that means another thread, threadB , must
have already visited this node or is in the process of post-
ing its details. ThreadA waits until the node is unlocked
(lines 13-14), and then compares its commit challenge with
the challenge that has already been posted. If threadA has
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a better challenge, it resets the node and carries onto the
parent node with its own challenge (lines 22-24); otherwise
it carries onto the parent node with the posted challenge
of threadB (lines 18-21). Note that the algorithm ensures
that the node containing a reference to the cache containing
the most committed transactions always ascends towards the
root node.
Step Three The thread which contests the root node and
returns true has located the winning cache all the threads that
took part in the synchronization algorithm and the references
of the winning thread’s cache and ticket are held at the root
node. This remaining thread commits the contents of the
winning cache and then posts the winning permutation (held
in the winning ticket) into the session table, thus signaling to
the waiting threads that the active session has now expired.
Committing the cache is achieved by simply iterating
through each key-value pair in the cache and calling the
COMMIT function of the (Atomic Object) key with its cor-
responding (Sequential Object) value as the argument. In or-
der to end theactive session, the committing thread takes the
winning permutation from the ticket of the winning chal-
lenge (from the root node), and copies it onto the end of the
session table. The thread then increments the current vari-
able of the session table using an atomic incrementing func-
tion, ending the active session. When the waiting threads see
that their own session number is no longer the same as the
session table session number, they know their session has
expired.
Finally the committing thread calls the OPEN function
(Algorithm 7, lines 22-27) to open the transaction table by
setting each occupied entry to false, and then atomically
setting the transaction table’s current variable to zero, thus
allowing new threads to once again register with the TM and
execute a new session.
3.7 Validation
Each thread which participates in a session must validate
whether its transaction was committed once the results have
been posted in the session table and the thread’s session has
expired. A validating thread first retrieves the session and
slot variables held in its ticket; these will be used to locate the
results of the session the thread participated in. The validat-
ing thread then accesses the session table at the index equal
to its session variable and retrieves the permutation data
held therein. The permutation contains a list of slot num-
bers of those threads whose transactions were successfully
committed. In order to validate, the thread reads the com-
mits variable of the permutation to discover how many slots
where successful and then searches for its own slot number
within the permutation, stopping the search once the number
of search iterations exceeds the value of commits.
If the validating thread finds its slot number in the win-
ning permutation, then the thread’s transaction has been ex-
ecuted and committed; the thread may proceed with its own
future execution. If the validating thread’s slot number is not
present, the thread knows its transaction did not take place.
The thread must now attempt to retry its transaction by clear-
ing its local cache and attempting to register with a new ses-
sion.
Depending on the length of the winning permutation of
transaction execution, zero or more transactions can be suc-
cessful during a single session. Atomicity is still respected
however because each transaction is executed in its entirety
during the Expansion phase.
4. Results
In this section we evaluate our TM with results demonstrat-
ing how our approach compares with a general transactional
memory system. We implemented our TM using the C Sharp
Programming Language running on the Windows 7 Operat-
ing System. The implementation platform used was a Dell
‘AlienWare’ Desktop PC featuring eight cores. We were in-
terested in assessing our work where concurrent execution
and parallelism was a significant feature of the environment
and so the modestly high number of cores afforded by the
platform made a good choice.
4.1 Testing Parameters
Our testing examined two types of scenario. In the first sce-
nario we examined the performance of our TM when con-
current interference is the sole factor causing transactions to
abort. In the second scenario we introduced the possibility of
conditional abort into our transactions. One of the features of
our TM is that transactions can be executed in multiple per-
mutations hence the second scenario allows us to evaluate
our TM where transaction coordination is an issue.
In each scenario we tested our TM against a benchmark
using two types of data-structures; a linked list and a hash
table. Both data structures were implemented with Atomic
Objects. The hash table provided a structure that was less
prone to transactional interference than the linked list, given
that with the linked list, items could only be added and
removed from the head of the list.
In each test we measured two parameters: the average
time to complete (in milliseconds) and the average commit-
rate as a percentage where a value of 100 indicates that all
transactions completed without aborting. In each graph, you
will see that we provide the average performance for: the
Benchmark; the Greedy Expansion Algorithm and the Back-
Tracking Algorithm.
With regard to the Greedy and Back-Tracking algorithm
results, we evaluated our TM with three capacity values (the
number of threads that could successfully register during a
session), namely: 4, 8 and 16. You will note however that
both the Greedy and Back-Tracking results show only one
plot per graph. In each test varying the capacity resulted
in only modest changes to the results, such that it would
have been difficult to discern those changes in the graphs
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Figure 3. Results showing Interference
when compared with the benchmark. Therefore, for the sake
of aesthetics, we reduced the results for the three capacity
values to a single average value.
4.2 Benchmark System
In order to provide a measure of comparison between our
own approach and the conventional transactional memory
approach, we implemented a simple transactional memory
system from the source material taken from the Art of Mul-
tiprocessor Programming by Herlihy and Shavit. Tiny TM
was implemented in Java so we converted the code to C
Sharp, but the functionality remains unchanged. TinyTM
comes in two versions, a lock-free implementation and a
‘more efficient’ locking version which uses a thread-local
read and write cache so that reads and writes can be han-
dled separately. As the latter version (with respect to using
a cache) reflected more closely our approach, we tested our
TM against the locking version.
4.3 Test Scenario One – Interference
Figure 2 provides the graph results for Test Scenario One
where only concurrent interference is a factor causing trans-
actions to abort. As more threads are added, the increased
contention decreases the performance of the benchmark us-
ing both the linked lists and the hash tables. As one would
expect due to less chance of interference, the benchmark per-
forms better with the hash table.
You can see however, that the time for both the Greedy
and Back-Tracking algorithms grows at a markedly slower
rate than the benchmark whichever data structure is used.
In addition, the Greedy algorithm outperforms the Back-
Tracking algorithm most noticeably in the linked list test.
Graphs (C) and (D) show the average commit-rate per-
centage. Again, as more threads are created, the benchmark
commit-rate drops off as more threads abort more often. No-
tice however, that the commit-rate percentage remains high
and steady under both algorithms using our TM.
Figure 4. Results showing Conditional Abort
The improvements witnessed in our TM suggest that we
can produce better performance even at the expense of dis-
allowing transactions to execute concurrently, thanks to the
higher throughput witnessed in our system. Transactions
abort if a thread cannot register because the maximum ca-
pacity has been reached. Given that the ordering of transac-
tions is irrelevant here, as expected we see that the Greedy
algorithm outperforms the Back-Tracking algorithm slightly.
4.4 Test Scenario Two – Conditional Abort
Figure 3 provides the test results for Test Scenario Two
where the possibility of conditional abort is introduced.
Our transactions are divided into producers and consumers.
Whereas producers add an item to a data-structure, the con-
sumers attempt to remove it. If the item is not present (the
producer has not yet executed), we cause the consumer to
abort and try again.
You will notice that in Test Scenario Two the benchmark
performance has degraded significantly in comparison to
Test Scenario One, given that there is now an extra factor
causing transactions to abort. With both the Greedy and
Back-Tracking algorithms, using either data-structure, we
see that the performance of our TM remains strong.
Our TM is particularly effective in scenarios where trans-
action coordination is a significant issue, given that multiple
permutations can be explored. As more threads register with
our TM, the possibility of locating an ideal permutation in-
creases. Hence we attribute this feature to the strong results
shown in Test Scenario Two.
Unexpectedly, the Back-Tracking algorithm does not out-
perform the Greedy algorithm. A likely explanation for this
is that we would require a scenario with a stricter ordering
requirement for transactions before the Back-Tracking can
outperform the Greedy algorithm (we did not require pro-
ducers to abort for example if the data structure had reached
a certain capacity). The ability to search permutations seems
much more of a benefit than the overhead incurred by the
Back-Tracking algorithm. We decided that artificially en-
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gineering a scenario within which the Back-Tracking algo-
rithm would outperform the Greedy algorithm would serve
little purpose.
5. Conclusion
We have provided a solution to concurrency control that is
general purpose and can exploit parallelism to maintain per-
formance as contention rises. This is made possible by the
concepts of Many Systems and No-Wait synchronisation.
We show that these concepts can be implementing within a
transactional memory framework and so provide a program-
mer with a powerful, yet easy to use, concurrency control
system. By benchmarking our approach against a standard
STM implementation we demonstrate the ability to maintain
commit rates in the presence of rises in contention. Areas
that must be taken into consideration when judging the re-
sults are:
• The scheduling of threads by the underlying Operating
System;
• The value of the time variables used by each thread;
• The time required for a transaction to execute.
Overhead Our TM creates additional caches to aid in cre-
ating multiple paths of execution. This increases the space
overhead significantly compared to a traditional approach to
concurrency control. This is one area that requires substan-
tial work to ensure only the required space is afforded to
allow parallel computation to continue in isolation. Our ini-
tial approach is a wholesale duplication of state. However,
this may not be necessary if only partial elements of a data
structure are required.
Scheduling and Timing Our TM has the potential to grow
in effectiveness as the degree of concurrent contention in-
creases (especially if the numbers of threads which man-
age to join a session increase). However, if the frequency
of transaction calls is low, then sessions will likely terminate
before the full capacity of our TM is reached and although
we see improvements over the benchmark, we are not ex-
ploiting our TM to its full potential. Adding more parallel
processing resources may increase this frequency but this is
subject to the particular logic of the program being executed
and the particular scheduling algorithm used by the under-
lying operating system (for instance, if the operating system
schedules fewer threads to run in parallel than parallel re-
sources could potentially afford).
A second factor affecting performance is the degree of
time (in iterations) permitted for each thread to conduct its
Expansion phase. We found, with our test-platform, that
setting the time to 20 iterations and then subtracting the
thread’s slot number from the time, produced good results.
The rationale for subtracting a thread’s slot number from
the time is because the higher the slot number obtained, the
more time has past since the first threads joined a session;
as these earlier threads have tended to already discovered
good permutations by the time the later threads arrive, it
is more efficient to provide the late-comers with less time.
It would be interesting for future work to see how our TM
performs with a custom thread scheduler rather than relying
on the operating system. With a custom scheduler, the degree
of thread parallelism can be customized and even used to
inform the decision-making process behind allocating time
for thread expansion.
Nested Transactions If transactions are short then once
again the full capacity of our TM may not be realized be-
cause sessions will tend to close before enough threads can
register. The next step is to look at long transactions; more
specifically Nested Transactions. Given that executing long
transactions in sequence during expansion will degrade per-
formance, nested long transactions will allow us to create
more complex permutations where transactions can be inter-
spersed between nested calls to keep transaction execution
responsive. With some modest changes to the existing TM
this is certainly possible. This would also allow us to explore
scenarios where producing increasingly complicated order-
ings of transactions is important to an application; orderings
which may not be known to the application developer, but
which our system could reveal.
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